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THERE IS SOMETHING ABOUT THE 

MOMENT, WHEN WE FINALLY FIND 

TIME TO SIT WITH A MAGAZINE 

AND FRESHLY BREWED TEA…..

SIGH.  IT IS AN OPPORTUNITY 

TO RESET, ENERGISE AND 

TO BE INSPIRED. EVEN IF IT'S 

ONLY FOR A FEW MINUTES. 

It occurred to me that this is the way so many Childcare 
Directors feel when they get a supplier catalogue. Like 
everything I do, I wanted to deliberately take this a step 
further and feed you with stories of encouragement and 
like mindedness. To show you how others do it.

Check out the very best in our Signature Collection of  
100% cotton patterned sheeting. Our New Winter Collection 
suits our southern and New Zealand centres. The New 
Jewel Tones Custom Collection is for those who love plain 
colours which are offered in 26 colours jewel tone colours.

So, a warm welcome to the first edition of KIDS LAUNDRY 
by Jam Berry. It was crafted for the authentic educator, with a 
vision to make you smile knowing you are part of something 
great – The building of the future generation. Really.

LEILA (pictured bottom left)

Sewing Guru. Leila is the most efficient hard working person 
you will ever find in a warehouse. A gun at pattern making, 
Leila works tirelessly at all the alterations we do to make 
sure all out products are available and they fit all the beds.

JENNY (pictured below)

Admin Guru. Jen is the kindest person you will ever 
meet. Speak with her on the phone and you will have an 
instant friend. She organises all the orders and has great 
knowledge about the right products for each childcare bed.

BEAUTIFUL

SLEEP

SPACES

We strongly believe in the

healthy power of good sleep. 

What we do is important.

Our collections provide 

extraordinary options as 

we believe in making 

amazing products.

jamberry.com.au   1300 660 590    admin@jamberry.com.au

SLEEP BEAUTIFULLY

SIGNATURE COLLECTION H WINTER COLLECTION H JEWEL TONES COLLECTION H KINDY KID COLLECTION

THE 
BUILDING OF 
THE FUTURE 
GENERATION. 
REALLY.

Welcome

SHERRYN 
AND DAISY
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BY 2003, SHERRYNS’ TWO 

LITTLE GIRLS STARTED AT A 

LOVELY CHILDCARE CENTRE 

JUST 1-2 DAYS A WEEK. 

THE CENTRE WAS WALKING 

DISTANCE FROM HOME, PASSED 

THROUGH A PLAYGROUND 

AND AROUND A LAKE.

PRODUCED BY 

Jam Berry Pty Ltd 
ABN 12 101 770 638 
PO Box 232 West Burleigh QLD 4221 Australia

Phone Aus 1300 660 590 
 NZ 0800-995070

Email Aus admin@jamberry.com.au 
 NZ admin@jamberrykids.co.nz
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‘I knew this time with the girls was precious and passing 
quickly’. The child care centre asked parents to supply linen 
and a drawstring bag ‘it was all very specific, so I set about 
sewing something super-cute from left over materials’. At the 
time, we owned a publishing business and I was working part 
time, however I soon realised there were not any reputable 
linen suppliers for the child care sector.

Our centre was always fundraising, ‘I was buying lamingtons 
and raffle tickets and thought, if only they would fundraise 
with products we actually need’. Jam Berry was initially born 
with the parents in mind, however by 2007 we had large orders 
coming from childcare centres around Australia.

Fast forward 10 years.  We are excited to be supplying all the 
big-kahuna groups in Childcare, the well-known land marks 
like Capital Hill Early Childhood Centre at Parliament House, 
private schools, independent centres, family day care and 
occasional care. We love speaking and emailing with Directors 
across Australia every day. Each centre has a story. We have 
commiserated with Centres that have experienced loss and 
grief, and yahooed with centres growing and renovating. 

We strive to create the best childcare linen in the world. At 
Jam Berry we do this ethically and joyfully.

CONTENTS

ABOUT US

24

20
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OCCASIONAL CARE

The ideal solution is to provide and launder your own linen. 
It can be difficult and take time to get parents to bring along 
exactly what you require. Ensure you let your parents know 
that this is a service of value that you are providing for them. 

BUDGET CONSCIOUS CENTRE

It will always be a challenge to reach exceeds all standard of 
care while on a tight budget. Parents attending these centres 
often don’t have spare funds for extras, and many have little 
time as they are working. 

With linen, you can meet these NCAC standards by supplying 
& washing your own bottom sheet. Ask families to bring a 
blanket from home that can be stored in their day bag. Ensure 
you specify the size of the blanket to avoid getting extra-large 
blankets. Ask parents to add their child’s name to the blanket 
or offer to do this for them.

HIGHLY CULTURAL CENTRE

Language can often make the smallest of tasks difficult for 
parents. We often find newly Australian families have difficulty 
navigating the right linen to select, struggle with the internet 
and payment options.  If your parents come from a diverse 
range of cultures and have language challenges, I would suggest 
supplying the linen you require at your centre. For Budget 
Conscious centres that may be a single bottom sheet, and for 
more middle range centres it may also include a blanket and bag. 

LINEN SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY TYPE  
OF CHILD CARE CENTRE

FAMILY DAY CARE

Here you have options. Parents come to you looking for 
a more intimate caring arrangement and are more likely 
to bring the items you ask for. We love hearing from 
FDC providers, especially when they have kids are on 
their laps as they order linen and hats. Kids feel special in 
choosing their preferred colour, and get excited when it 
gets delivered.

PRIVATE SCHOOL CHILD CARE

There are more independent K-12 schools each year adding 
childcare centres to their grounds to cater for families with 
children at school. We have many private school customers that 
offer sheeting as part of their quality service. However, much 
like children bring lunch to school, it is quite acceptable to ask 
parents to purchase linen for their child. In some instances, 
private schools sell our linen in their uniform shop, while others 
refer their families directly to us using our Family DL flyer for the 
optional extras like pillow and blankets. 

HIGH LEVEL OF PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT

We all love parents that want to get involved and 
have time to volunteer. At these centres you can buy 
the linen you really want and hand out at the time of 
enrolment.  Charge parents for the linen, but given 
them a colour option.   

Parents will love that you have them organised including 
the fabric marker pen and sheet bag, and kids will love 
that they have something that represents they are big 
enough to go to kindy. Jam Berry includes fabric marker 
pens for labelling, so at the end of the week the parents 
can take the linen bag home for washing.

CASE STUDY

Ekidna Cottage is a 46 place long day care centre in Artarmon, 
NSW. They have many beautiful families from various cultural 
backgrounds.  The lovely Director Isha orders Stellar packs in 
bulk from Jam Berry and offers the parents a choice of Blue, 
Green or Yellow when they enrol. Parents take the linen 
home, add their child’s name ready for their first day. The linen 
goes home with the child on their last day of care each week 
for washing.

CASE STUDY

Hillcrest Christian College on 

the Gold Coast refers parents 

to Jam Berry website. They 

have a sample on display at 

the parent information night 

and hand out flyers marked 

with their requested linen for 

the stacking beds. 

CASE STUDY
Mulberry Tree Childcare have 17 child care centres in Western Australia. They decided their ideal 
linen would be a Mini Me Pack - stacker bottom 
sheet, fleece blanket, sheet bag to store it all, textile marker pen to add the child’s name.

They let parents know this is their linen policy, and the cost is added to their families account. Parents have the option of Pink Starburst, Green Diamond 

or Blue Cross upon enrolment. The linen hangs 
on hooks during the week. In the smaller centres, each room has a washing day for the 90+ centres, the parent has the responsibility of washing their 
linen weekly. 

Mulberry Tree order in very large volumes to 
their head office and distribute linen via Director Meetings. www.mulberrytree.com.au

CASE STUDY
Gen’s Childcare in Bondi Junction orders a 

Deluxe Pack that includes a sheet set, blanket, 
bag, pen & bucket hat. 
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Warren Centre

CONSULTANCY
A DIRECTOR’S BEST FRIEND

Nicole Wrattan from Leading Edge Childcare 
Solutions was the first consultant to reach out 
to us as a linen supplier. At Jam Berry, we deal 
with Directors daily, so we were curious about 
her consultancy role in the childcare industry.  
We witnessed some outstanding results. This is 
Nicole’s story.

Nicole’s business Leading Edge Childcare 
Solutions is growing rapidly at the moment. 
She is currently working on some new builds 
including Childcare Centre projects called 
‘Kids on Millers’ and Little Harvard Early 
Learning Campus Holland Park’ in QLD, 
plus various other projects throughout NSW, 
QLD and VIC. Nicole’s business also supports 
9 childcare centre Approved Providers, 
Directors and Educators in the day to day 
management of childcare centres.  

EDUCATION BACKGROUND 

Nicole started out with a Diploma of Children’s 
Services from Tafe, then added a Diploma 
of Business Management from the Royal 
Melbourne Institute of Technology, and 
followed this with an Advanced Diploma of 
Children’s Services at Charlton Brown. 

IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS, JAM BERRY  

HAS IN STARTED WORKING CLOSELY  

WITH SEVERAL CHILDCARE CONSULTANTS 

IN AUSTRALIA. 

CAREER EXPERIENCE 

With 17 years’ experience in the roles as Child 
Care Director, Program Facilitator/Co-ordinator 
of Children’s Services, Certificate III of Children’s 
Services Trainer and Assessor for Mission 
Australia, and a Child Care Consultant she is well 
rounded for the role we find her in today, heading 
up her consultancy business.

HOW THE ROLE OF THE 
CONSULTANT HAS EVOLVED 

The wider community are expecting higher 
and higher standards in care and creativity for 
the next generation. The centre Director often 
carries this burden, and that’s where Consultancy 
can  help.

Childcare Directors are essentially running a 
business. They manage a team, and ensure all 
aspects of compliancy to the National Quality 
Framework and legislation are met. Directors are 
responsible for developmental outcomes of the 
children in care, they are required to manage 
communication with families, manage budgets 
and at the end of the day perform tasks that 
attract new business. Are there enough hours 
in  the day?

The Leading-Edge team have worked with 
over 30 Directors throughout New South 
Wales, Victoria and Queensland assisting with 
new centre set ups, open days, phone support, 
recruitment, policies, and forms, NQF support/
mock assessment (to ensure that your centre 
meets NQF requirements), debtor management 
and improving your cash flow, improving your 
centres occupancy, wage/roster management, and 
programming. Locally, Nicole states ‘we project 
management new builds and renovations of 
existing services and playgrounds’. 

Working with so many centres gives great insight 
to the things that work well in big or small 
centres ‘we know how to make changes that give 
great results in enrolments without costing the 
centre a fortune’. Nicole says that most of all she 
‘loves working closely with Directors to achieve 
fantastic business outcomes, as well as training 
and supporting the Educators in the National 
Quality Framework’.

Jam Berry has worked with a few wonderful 
consultants in the past year. We have seen 
enormous growth in established centres, under the 
guidance of Consultants. Centres that once had 
vacancies can now barely keep up with demand.

www.leadingedgechildcare.com.au
nicole@leadingedgechildcare.com.au

Northlakes Centre

TRADITIONAL LONG DAY CARE  

Here you have options. The key if for 
you to decide whether you want to take 
control of the linen and laundering for full 
efficiency or whether to give parents the 
responsibility.  With so many beds on the 
market, parents are often confused about 
the requirements for their child care centre. 
We see stressed- out parents each week who 
have left ordering to the last minute. Do 
them a favour and buy it for them, and pass 
on the cost. 

ELITE BOUTIQUE BRAND

Families looking for high end care expect that 
everything is taken care of. Full time corporate 
parents are often time poor and are happy to pay 
for a full-service centre offering the very best in 
amenities and programming for their child. Full 
linen fit outs are the way to go as these families 
are not interested in washing their own linen or 
making kids lunches. Parents appreciate value 
so it is worth pointing out to them the quality of 
products and services you offer. 

CASE STUDY

Engadine TLC Childcare Centre is a 39 place 
Centre in NSW. They use a form that Jam Berry 
created for them. It includes the exact linen they 
require for their centre and it gives parents colour 
options and a space for their credit card details. 
Parents complete this form upon enrolment and 
Director - Renae Kidd or one of her lovely team 
fax/email it to us. We send the order direct to the 
centre ready for the new family to start. As we do 
not have minimum order quantities, this is the 
perfect option for this centre. They don’t need to 
hold stock, incur costs, or wash linen.

CASE STUDY

Jam Berry has listened to the Developer, Consultants and 

Groups involved with high end care. We now offer a Jewel Tones 

Collection of cotton sheeting with 26 jewel tone colours. This 

has enabled us to completely customise linen and coordinate with 

Child Care Brands and centres.

Add to this organic blankets, and durable personalised unbleached 

calico bags, Jam Berry has the child care elite covered.
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100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT

100% BREATHABLE COTTON SHEETING

DESIGNER TEXTILES 
DESIGNED & PRINTED BY JAM BERRY

Specifically designed for childcare compact or mini 
cots, standard  and bunk cots, floor and peg mats, 
stacking, toddler, preschool and stretcher beds.

Bottom sheets, flat sheets, sheet sets, sheets 
attached, pillow case, pillows, fleece blankets and  
fully lined drawstring bags.

All items come with a large woven label to add 
a child’s name with a coloured Jam Berry fabric 
marker pen.

Available in Linen Packs. Choose from an Economy 
Pack with Sheet Set & Bag to a Deluxe Pack which 
includes all items.

Bottom Sheet Fully elasticised bottom sheet for a quality fit
105cm L x 65cm W x 15cm D

Flat Sheet Double layer top band for durability and quality
105cm L x 90cm W

Sheet Set Fitted bottom and flat top sold as a separate set

Sheets Attached Fitted & flat sheets are attached along the base 
making the sheet set one piece

Colours green, yellow

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 40º, 
tumble dryer and warm iron.  Do not bleach.

Bottom Sheet Fully elasticised bottom sheet for a quality fit 
130cm L x 70cm W x 17cm D 

Flat Sheet Double layer top band for durability and quality
130cm L x 115cm W

Sheet Set Fitted bottom and Flat top sold as a separate set

Sheets Attached Fitted & flat sheets are attached along the base making the sheet set one piece.

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 40º, tumble dryer and warm iron.  Do not bleach.

COMPACT 
COT SHEETS
FOR CHILDCARE COMPACT, MINI & BUNK COTS

COT SHEETS
FOR STANDARD COTS, MATTRESSES, AND LARGE MATS

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      

) 12 Month Warranty

 .  Sold separately or as a set

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty  .  Sold separately or as a set

12 MONTH WARRANTY
FAST DELIVERY

JAMBERRY.COM.AU 
JAMBERRYKIDS.CO.NZ
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Bottom Sheet 2cm wide elastic across each corner to secure to bed. Fabric 
corners are cut out so linen can be left of the beds when stacked. 
135cm L x 65cm W

Flat Sheet Double layer top band for durability and quality
122cm L x 105cm W

Sheet Set Fitted & flat sheets are attached along the base making the sheet 
set one piece.

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 40º, tumble dryer 
and warm iron.  Do not bleach.

Bottom Sheet Fully elasticised bottom sheet for a quality fit
125cm L x 60cm W x 15cmD

Flat Sheet Double layer top band for durability and quality
130cm L x 115cm W

Sheet Set Fitted & flat sheets are attached along the base 
making the sheet set one piece. Note if you require, 
separate sheets please let us know.

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 40º, 
tumble dryer and warm iron.  Do not bleach.

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      

STACKER SHEETS
FOR CHILDCARE STACKING, STRETCHER, TODDLER COTS, AND PRESCHOOL BEDS

FLOOR MAT 
SHEETS

FOR CHILDCARE FLOOR MATS AND PEG MATS

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

) 12 Month Warranty

 .  Sold separately or as a set

 .  Sold separately or as a set

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT
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Pillow Pillow insert with zip off cover for easy washing
30cm H x 40cm W

Pillow Cover only Zip off cover made for Jam Berry Pillows
30cm H x 40cm W

Pillow Insert only Pillow insert designed for Jam Berry linen.

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer 
than 40º, tumble dryer and warm iron.  Remove 
the cover from the pillow prior to washing. Do 
not wash the pillow insert.  
Do not bleach

Sheet Set Fitted & flat sheets are attached along the base 
making the sheet set one piece.

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 40º, 
tumble dryer and warm iron.  Do not bleach.

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      

PILLOW
FOR LITTLE HEADS

PRESCHOOL 
SHEETS

FOR CHILDCARE STACKING, STRETCHER, TODDLER 
COTS, AND PRESCHOOL BEDS

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

) 12 Month Warranty

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT
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Drawstring Bag Thick rope drawstring on one 
side for easy access. Delightful 
fully lined for quality durability. 
Designer ruffle at top of bag for 
extra cute factor.
60cm H x 50cm W

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing 
machine no warmer than 40º, 
tumble dryer and warm iron. 
Do not bleach

Zip Sheet Bag Zippered opening at top of bag for 
easy access. Perfect for centres that 
are concerned about drawstring 
ropes. Delightful fully lined for quality 
durability
60cm H x 50cm W

Colours green, blue

Care Instructions All items carry a 12 Month Warranty. 
Suitable for the washing machine no 
warmer than 40º, tumble dryer and 
warm iron. Do not bleach

Fabric Pens 4 colours available. 
Suitable for all textile and 
fabrics including cotton 
sheeting, woven labels, 
calico bags.

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

DRAWSTRING 
BAG

THE PERFECT SIZED LINEN BAG FOR CHILDCARE SHEETING

ZIP SHEET BAG
THE PERFECT SIZED LINEN BAG FOR CHILDCARE SHEETING

FABRIC 
MARKER PEN
THE PERFECT WAY TO LABEL ALL JAM BERRY LINEN.

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT

Fleece Blanket Folded edges. Double stitched quality 
finish on seams.

120cm L x 100cm W

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no 
warmer than 40º, tumble dryer and 
warm iron. Do not bleach

FLEECE BLANKET
THE PERFECT SIZED FOR ALL CHILDCARE COTS, COMPACT COTS, MATTRESSES, BUNK COTS FLOOR MATS, PEG MATS, 

STACKING BEDS, TODDLER BEDS, PRESCHOOL BEDS, AND STRETCHER BEDS.

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      

) 12 Month Warranty

SOFT NAPPED POLYESTER FLEECE | 300GSM

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT
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100% BREATHABLE COTTON SHEETING

LINEN PACKS
JAM BERRY OFFERS GREAT SAVINGS WHEN 

PURCHASING SEVERAL ITEMS TOGETHER. 

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT

STELLAR 
LINEN PACK

ANY SHEET SET + FLEECE BLANKET  
+ DRAWSTRING BAG + FABRIC MARKER PEN

Included ANY Sheet Set           Fleece Blanket 
Drawstring Bag*         Fabric Marker Pen*

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 
40º, tumble dryer and warm iron. Do not bleach

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT

MINI ME 
LINEN PACK

ANY BOTTOM SHEET + FLEECE BLANKET  
+ DRAWSTRING BAG + FABRIC MARKER PEN

Included ANY Bottom Sheet 
Pillow                            Fleece Blanket 
Drawstring Bag*         Fabric Marker Pen*

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no 
warmer than 40º, tumble dryer and 
warm iron. Do not bleach

ALL PRODUCTS ARE SOLD SEPARATELY 

HOWEVER WE RECOGNISE SO MANY 

ASK FOR THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS. FOR 

FURTHER PRODUCT DETAILS, REFER TO 

INDIVIDUAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS. 

SHEETS 
Made from 100% cotton. 

FLEECE BLANKET 
300gsm soft napped polyester fleece

PILLOW 
Insert plus zip off cover for easy 
washing. Cover is 100% cotton.

DRAWSTRING BAG 
Made from 100% cotton. if you wish 
to have a zip sheet bag instead of 
drawstring, please let us know.

FABRIC MARKER PEN 
Pen will be in the same colour as the 
sheets and bag.

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT

DELUXE 
LINEN PACK

ANY SHEET SET + FLEECE BLANKET + PILLOW  
+ DRAWSTRING BAG + FABRIC MARKER PEN

Included ANY Sheet Set 
Pillow                            Fleece Blanket 
Drawstring Bag*         Fabric Marker Pen*

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no 
warmer than 40º, tumble dryer and 
warm iron. Do not bleach

ECONOMY 
LINEN PACK

ANY SHEET SET (TOP AND BOTTOM SHEET)  
+ DRAWSTRING BAG + FABRIC MARKER PEN

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

100% COTTON   |   200 THREAD COUNT

Included ANY Sheet Set 
Drawstring Bag*
Fabric Marker Pen*

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no 
warmer than 40º, tumble dryer and 
warm iron. Do not bleach
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THE NEW FACE OF PRESTIGE CHILDCARE
THE SUNNY 

SIDE OF FAMILY 
DAY CARE
AT BIRRELL STREET 

CHILDCARES

I recently visited Genevieve and her lively team at Bondi 
Junction. They have been wonderful customers for years and 
years yet we had never met. I put my hand out to shake, she 
waved it away and said ‘I think we are well past that’ and 
gave me a giant hug.! They were cooking lunch with fresh 
ingredients. It smelled great. The kids had just come in from 
the adjoining park, each one with a soft animal backpack 
on and I watched as the toddlers moved quickly to the table 
ready to enjoy lunch. 
Immediately, I knew I 
wanted to stay all day.

In 2009 Genevieve 
started home based care 
when she could not find 
a suitable placement for 
her son Daniel aged 13 
months. Having a love of 
children, a capacity for 
hard work and striving for 
family balance, Genevieve 
leapt into family day care. 
‘Home based care enabled 
me over the years to keep my feet on the career ladder, yet 
at the same time continue to grow/expand my family’. 

Her FDC expansion came in the form of banding together 
with 2 other FDC providers who shared similar beliefs in 
her philosophy of ‘A Home Away From Home’ childcare. 
‘Creating a sense of belonging during the vital stages of 
development during early childhood is very important 
to me and I am fortunate enough to have found partners 

in Val and Ida. We have found a winning recipe.’ 

Genevieve, Val and Ida are fortunate enough to work next 
to each other. Literally, they operate out 2 side by side spaces 
that were once a duplex, creating a feeling of Family Day 
care but with diverse spaces to move between for play, craft, 
painting, reading and eating spaces. They grow vegetables 
too. ‘We each bring something different to our collective 

home based care. We share 
similar philosophies of creating 
a flexible program which values 
the importance of play whilst 
at the same time allowing each 
child to develop at their own 
pace. We believe in empowering 
a deep bond and between the 
children, their immediate/
extended families and the local 
community’. The property also 
backs onto a park and the kids 

They are very small and 
intimate group of four children to one carer per day. Family 
testimonies and the number of years they have each child 
in care demonstrates how well they compete with the big 
centres.  Above all they create amazing memories through 
their year books and holistic methods of documenting the 
EYLF during this stage in each child’s development. 

Our wait list is a long one, with registrations from pre-birth. 
Thanks to Genevieve for sharing her personal story with us.

www.birrellstreetchildcares.com.au

Ida, Val and Gen evieve

We speak with owner Jane Matthews from Sage 
Education and Childcare located in Canberra’s 
CBD. This is an exceptional centre!  

‘We have a vision that our centre will be unique and at 
the forefront of the industry. This is our foundation’. Too 
true, with services you find in a hotel, it certainly gets 
your attention. Having owned and operated childcare 
centres previously on the south coast, the couple saw 
a gap in Canberra’s prestige childcare market. 

Hats off to Jane and Stephen Matthews as they have 
stepped it up and delivered a multi-million dollar facility 
that meets the ‘Prestige’ Label they were seeking. 

Let me indulge you in a few of their premium services. 

The doorman service brings peace to morning drop 
off. Instead of haggling for a park and juggling babies, 
toddlers and bags in a carpark, drop off is a breeze as a 
team member meets you curb side to escort your child 
in. If you do come in with your child, parents can grab 
their morning coffee from a barista during signing in. 

They have a hatted chef serving restaurant quality 
food including kale, gnocchi, salmon, lamb ragu and 
quinoa. Chef Josh Tyler uses BurraBee Farm produce 
and sources from the garden beds lining the building. 
No need to be envious of your child’s lunch as they 
offer a take home service at a fee, so you can have your 
dinner ready for pick up when you collect your child.

 ‘As working parents ourselves, we understand the importance 
of work/life balance and the integral role childcare can play 
in this area.  With this in mind we have designed our service 
not only on convenience for families, but also upholding high 
expectations in all aspects of our service’.  The jaw dropping 
facilities is just the icing, because any parent will testify, 
the Sage team are just as focused with the developmental 
and educational outcomes for the children attending. 

Jane and Stephen have thought of everything. I am 
delighted to add that high expectations also means 
incredibly approachable and friendly. One could imagine 
a centre of this standard to be elitist or hoyty-toyty, but 
instead a beautiful team of down to earth carers and staff. 

Thank you to Jane and the team at Sage for their time.

THERE IS A NEW BREED OF 
CHILDCARE CENTRE EMERGING, 
AND THEY ARE HIGHLY 
SORT AFTER.
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C U S T O M  C O T T O N  S H E E T I N G  C O L L E C T I O N

O R D E R I N G  O P T I O N S

♦  Bottom only
♦  Bottom & top separate
♦  Bottom & top attached at base
♦  Bottom & top attached along side
♦    Any colour combination  

Example: One room of 20 beds made from  
4 green colours (Mint Joy, Apple & ….)

F E A T U R E S

♦  Patterns to fit every childcare bed
♦    Luxurious soft cotton, smooth no crush polyester
♦  28 jewel tone colours
♦    Woven name label on each piece 

to add a child’s name
♦   Quality workmanship on all seams and hems
♦  12 Month Warranty on all products
♦  Satin care label

P L A C E  A N  O R D E R
Email admin@jamberry.com.au or call 1300 660 590

Please include the following:
♦  Centre name 
♦  Your name
♦  Delivery address
♦    Contact number
♦   Email address for invoicing & tracking
♦   Your Bed Style ie. Stacking Bed Green from MTA
♦  Your Bed Length ie. 140m
♦  Colour & Quantity ie.  5 x Mint Joy, 5 x Apple…
♦   Add extras from ie. Blankets bag & pillows from 

our existing range

W H A T  H A P P E N S  N E X T

♦   We will contact you by phone or email if 
we have any questions about your order.

♦   A 30 day invoice will be emailed to you within 
24-48 hours.  Once your order is ready 

♦  Shipping: you will receive a confirmation 
email that your order has been shipped.

Jam Berry is loved for its vibrant designer colour range. In 2017, it gets even better with more options.  
We are introducing a new range of cotton sheeting in 26 jewel tone colours for childcare cots, compact 
cots, floor mats, peg mats, toddler and stacker beds.

Q U E S T I O N S ?  

We are always delighted to hear from you and talk 
through an order with you to get ‘perfect fit linen’ 

for your centre. 

a u s  1 3 0 0  6 6 0  5 9 0
EMAIL admin@jamberry.com.au

n z  0 8 0 0  9 9 5  0 7 0
EMAIL admin@jamberry.co.nz

1 Crisp White

2 Whisper White

3 Gentle Fawn

4 Cloudy Day

5 Buttermilk

6 Sunshine

7 Canary

8 Sunset

9 Lemonade

10 Candyland

11 Watermelon

12 Cherry Blossom

13 Violet Crush

14 Velvet

15 Royal Plum

16 Artic

17 Bondi

18 French Blue

19 Deep Sea

20 Marine

21 Mint Joy

22 Apple

23 Green Grass

24 Pine Forest

25 Stone

26 Duck Season

27 Olive Leaf

28 Ranger

We are taking 
special care to 
package the 
jewel tones 
sheeting in 
durable  
calico bags.
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LINEN PACKS

Custom Sheet Set Any Custom Sheet Set with top and bottom 
sheet from the Jewel Tones Range.

Colours 28 colours to choose from. See page 22.

Drawstring Bag 100% Cotton printed double layered drawstring bag. 

Fabric Marker Pen The Pen will be in the same colour as the sheets and bag.

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 
40º, tumble dryer and warm iron.  Do not bleach.

Eco Jewel Pack
Any Custom Sheet Set (top and bottom sheet)  

+ 100% Cotton Drawstring Bag + Fabric Marker Pen

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

Custom Sheet Set Any Custom Sheet Set with top and bottom 
sheet from the Jewel Tones Range.

Colours 28 colours to choose from. See page 22.

Organic Blanket Organic Cotton Bamboo Knit Blanket

Calico 
Drawstring Bag

Unbleached Calico Bag, durable heavy weight with double 
strings. Choice of 4 colours for the drawstrings. Custom 2 
colour screen print logo on one side.

Fabric Marker Pen The Pen will be in the same colour as the sheets and bag.

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 
40º, tumble dryer and warm iron.  Do not bleach.

Stellar Natural 
 Jewel Pack

Any Custom Sheet Set (top and bottom sheet)  
+ Organic Blanket + Unbleached Custom Calico Bag   

+ Fabric Marker Pen

Custom Sheet Set Any Custom Sheet Set with top and bottom 
sheet from the Jewel Tones Range.

Colours 28 colours to choose from. See page 22.

Fleece Blanket Soft Napped Polar Fleece Blanket with folded edges & double stitched

Drawstring Bag 100% Cotton printed double layered drawstring bag. 

Fabric Marker Pen The Pen will be in the same colour as the sheets and bag.

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than  
40º, tumble dryer and warm iron.  Do not bleach.

Stellar Jewel Pack
Any Custom Sheet Set (top and bottom sheet)  

+ Fleece Blanket + 100% Cotton Drawstring Bag + Fabric Marker Pen

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty

Custom Sheet Set Any Custom Sheet Set with top and bottom 
sheet from the Jewel Tones Range.

Colours 28 colours to choose from. See page 22.

Calico 
Drawstring Bag

Unbleached Calico Bag, durable heavy weight with double strings. 
Choice of 4 colours for the drawstrings. Custom 2 colour screen 
print logo on one side.

Fabric Marker Pen The Pen will be in the same colour as the sheets and bag.

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 40º, 
tumble dryer and warm iron.  Do not bleach.

Eco Natural 
 Jewel Pack

Any Custom Sheet Set (top and bottom sheet)  
+ Unbleached Custom Calico Bag   

+ Fabric Marker Pen

✔ 13 x 8cm woven name label      ) 12 Month Warranty
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compact cot fleece sheets
For Childcare Compact, Mini & Bunk Cots

cot fleece sheets
For standard cots, mattresses, and large mats300GSM 

SOFT 
NAPPED 
POLAR 
FLEECE

12 MONTH WARRANTY

FAST DELIVERY

300GSM SOFT NAPPED POLAR FLEECE

300GSM SOFT NAPPED POLAR FLEECE

Bottom Fleece Fully elasticised bottom fleece sheet 
for a quality fit.   
105cm L x 65cm W x 15cm D 

Flat Fleece Folded edges with double stitching 
120cm L x 100cm W

Sheet Set Fitted bottom fleece and flat top 
fleece sold as a separate set

Sheets Attached 
 

Fitted & flat fleece sheets are 
attached along the base making the 
sheet set one piece.

Colours Pink spot, Blue spot, Green spot, 
Yellow spot

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no 
warmer than 40º and tumble dryer. 
Do not iron or bleach.

AVAILABLE AS

 SET  SEPARATELY

Bottom Fleece Fully elasticised bottom fleece sheet 
for a quality fit.   
135cm L x 70cm W x 17cmD 

Flat Fleece Folded edges with double stitching 
120cm L x 100cm W

Sheet Set Fitted bottom fleece and flat top 
fleece sold as a separate set

Sheets Attached 
 

Fitted & flat fleece sheets are 
attached along the base making the 
sheet set one piece.

Colours Pink spot, Blue spot, Green spot, 
Yellow spot

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no 
warmer than 40º and tumble dryer. 
Do not iron or bleach.

AVAILABLE AS

 SET  SEPARATELY

13 X 8CM WOVEN LABEL

13 X 8CM WOVEN LABELwinter collection
DESIGNER TEXTILES

SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR CHILDCARE
• Compact or Mini Cots • Standard Cots • Bunk Cots • Floor and Peg Mats 

• Stacking, Toddler, Preschool and Stretcher Beds

WWW.JAMBERRY.COM.AU    |    WWW.JAMBERRYKIDS.CO.NZ
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13 X 8CM WOVEN LABEL

floor mat sheets
For Childcare Floor Mats  

and Peg Mats

stacker sheets
For Childcare Stacking, Stretcher, Toddler Cots, 

and Preschool Beds

300GSM SOFT NAPPED POLAR FLEECE

300GSM SOFT NAPPED POLAR FLEECE

13 X 8CM WOVEN LABEL

laundry marker
The perfect way to label  

all Jam Berry linen.

pillow
For little heads

300GSM SOFT NAPPED POLAR FLEECE

Pillow Insert with zip off cover  
for easy washing. 
30cm H x 40cm W

Pillow Cover only Zip off fleece cover made 
for Jam Berry Pillows. 
30cm H x 40cm W

Pillow Insert only Pillow insert designed 
for Jam Berry linen. 

Colours Pink spot, Blue spot, 
Green spot, Yellow spot

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing 
machine no warmer than 
40º and tumble dryer.  
Do not iron or bleach.

AVAILABLE AS

 SET  SEPARATELY

drawstring bag
the perfect sized linen bag 

for childcare sheeting

100% COTTOB | 200 THREAD COUNT

Description Thick rope drawstring on one side for easy access. 
Designer ruffle at top of bag for extra cute factor 

Size 60cm H x 50cm W

Colours Pink spot, Blue spot, Green spot, Yellow spot

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no warmer than 
40º and tumble dryer. Do not iron or bleach.

AVAILABLE AS

 SET  SEPARATELY

Description 4 colours available. Suitable for all 
textile and fabrics including cotton 
sheeting, fleece, woven labels, and 
calico bags.

AVAILABLE AS

 SET  SEPARATELY

13 X 8CM WOVEN LABEL

13 X 8CM WOVEN LABEL

Bottom Fleece Fully elasticised bottom fleece sheet 
for a quality fit.  
125cm L x 60cm W x 15cmD  

Flat Fleece Folded edges with double stitching 
120cm L x 100cm W

Sheet Set Fitted & flat fleece sheets are 
attached along the base making the 
set one piece.

Colours Pink spot, Blue spot, Green spot, 
Yellow spot

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no 
warmer than 40º and tumble dryer. 
Do not iron or bleach.

AVAILABLE AS

 SET  SEPARATELY

Bottom Fitted Fleece Flat bottom fleece with 2cm wide 
elastic across each corner to secure 
to bed.  Fabric corners are cut out 
so linen can be left of the beds when 
stacked. 
135cm L x 65cm W

Flat Fleece Folded edges with double stitching 
120cm L x 100cm W

Sheet Set Fitted & flat fleece sheets are 
attached along the base making the 
set one piece.

Colours Pink spot, Blue spot, Green spot, 
Yellow spot

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine no 
warmer than 40º and tumble dryer. 
Do not iron or bleach.

AVAILABLE AS

 SET  SEPARATELY
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winter packs
DESIGNER TEXTILES

* Please let us know if you wish to have a zip sheet bag instead of a drawstring bag. Pen will be in the same colour as the sheets and bag.
The Fleece Sheets are made with soft napped polyester polar fleecing and the bag is double layered 100% cotton sheeting. 

TINY-FRY WINTER PACK

Any Fleece Set (top and bottom fleece sheet)  
+ Drawstring Bag + Fabric Marker Pen

Included ANY Sheet Set 
Drawstring Bag*
Fabric Marker Pen*

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing machine 
no warmer than 40º, tumble dryer 
and warm iron. Do not bleach

SMALL-FRY WINTER PACK

Any Fleece Set (top and bottom fleece sheet)  
+ Pillow + Drawstring Bag + Fabric Marker Pen

Included ANY Sheet Set 
Pillow
Drawstring Bag*
Fabric Marker Pen*

Colours green, yellow, blue, pink

Care Instructions Suitable for the washing 
machine no warmer than 40º, 
tumble dryer and warm iron. 
Do not bleach
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TODAY, THERE ARE PROFESSIONALS ON HAND THAT 

WORK CLOSELY WITH PARENTS AND CHILD CARE 

CENTRES TO BRING OUT THE BEST IN OUR KIDS. 

We talk with Sally Gage from Highly Sensitive 
Kids who is a Counsellor, Teacher, Author, and 
Mother about her role working with children.

Sally is a specialist counsellor with a passionate interest 
in the emotional development of young children. ‘The 
families I work with have children who seem ‘different,’ 
more reactive, more easily upset, more affected by everything 
in their environment’. Statistics show most Directors 
will have a couple of children like this in every group.

Until recently, the path taken with a sensitive child was 
to either ignore the child’s disposition or to take a medical 
approach. ‘I encourage as a first step, a temperament approach 
rather than rushing into the medicalised model of diagnosis 
and disorders. This way unnecessary angst, expense and 
labels can be avoided’. Research demonstrates that 15-20% 
of children have what is termed a Highly Sensitive nervous 
system. The research term is Sensory Processing Sensitivity. 
It is genetically determined however environment, like many 
aspects of early childhood, plays a large part in its expression.

High Sensitivity is considered normal but being a minority 
is often misunderstood. It isn’t well known in Australia 
as most research and discussion takes place in Europe and 
USA. It is not Autism, Sensory Processing Disorder, ADHD, 
or Asperger’s however at times there are similarities.

There are three parts to High Sensitivity

The child reads and takes in MORE of the environment 
through all senses. This doesn’t mean the actual 
senses are better but they perceive more.

They then process this information more thoroughly in the 
brain- analyse, interpret and try to make sense of all experiences.

Finally, they have stronger emotional reactions 
- They can be so happy they could burst or so 
worried it becomes difficult to function.

A research validated checklist can be found at  
www.highlysensitivekids.com.au. This is a tool to 
assist in recognising the sensitive temperament. 

The biggest problem for highly sensitive children is 
overstimulation. When parents understand how their child 
experiences the world and modify their expectations and 
interactions a wonderful deep connection can develop. Daily 
family life becomes less stressful for all which then feeds in to 
improved self-esteem and resilience for the highly sensitive child.

For the children in your care who are highly sensitive, 
Sally comes highly recommended and offers mentoring 
in person or via Skye. The program promotes a tailored 
strategy for each child to improve emotional wellbeing.

EMOTIONAL WELLBEING 
IN CHILDREN

SALLY GAGE 
B. ED. DIP. COUNS.
0478 305 843
sally@highlysensitivekids.com.au
www.highlysensitivekids.com.au

Organic      Blankets
ORGANIC COTTON  

BAMBOO KNIT BLANKET

Materials Beautiful quality knit blanket  
Breathable and Safe 

Size Small 80cm W x 100cm L 
Large 120cm W x 150cm L

Colour White

Packaged In a cotton drawstring bag

CUSTOM SIZE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
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BAGS &    ACCESSORIES

COLLECTION

Wet Things
BAG

Perfect for damp things, 
make-up or the beach

Materials Thick clear PVC so you 
see what’s inside in an 
instant.

Zip Durable zipper for  
long-term use. Metal star 
puller for easy access

Size 25cm H x 29cm W

CALICO 
Linen Bag

Perfect for Jam Berry sheet 
sets, blanket and pillow

Fabric Heavy weight durable 
unbleached calico

Decoration Front: Childcare Centre logo.  
Back: Space for a child’s name

Size 50cm W x 60cm H

Rope Thick rope, 4 colours available

Colours Natural, Blue, Green & Yellow

Minimums 50 pieces (with any mix of rope colours)

Logo Size We fit your logo into a maximum 
size of 30cm x 30cm. 

Printing We use screen printing for 
durability and cost.

Artwork Simply email a jpg file of the logo 
you want printed. Email admin@
jamberry.com.au or admin@jamberry.
co.nz. We will email confirmation 
before proceeding with printing.

Delivery 3 Weeks. Set Up Fee. No additional fees.

Fabric Marker Pen 
Complimentary. Colour will coordinate 
with the rope on the bag.

CALICO 
Library Bag

Perfect for books

Fabric Heavy weight durable 
unbleached calico

Decoration Front: black kindy kid logo.  
Back: Space for a child’s name

Size 25cm H x 29cm W

Rope Thick rope, 4 colours available

Rope Colours Natural, Blue, Green & Yellow
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I N S T A G R A M  F O R  C H I L D  C A R E  C R A F T

@ @

@ @

BABBLEDABBLEDO

Ana uses a keleidascope of 
bright colours

MER_MAG

Very European with 
wonderful cardboard 
wings.

TINKERLAB

Rachelle is an art educator 
and author. Painting and 
drawing ideas.

HANDMADEKIDSART

Jamie has plenty of 
painting ideas

@ @

@ @

@ @

@ @

PINKSTRIPEYSOCKS

Leslie is a Mum, cardboard 
hoarder and kid craft 
enthusiast

ACRAFTYLIVING

A nanny with a great eye 
for baby and toddler craft

HELLOWONDERFUL_CO

Agnes love magnificent colour 
craft and coloured food.

IHEARTCRAFTYTHINGS

Rachel is a true craft 
enthusiast and kids 
craft designer

FUNCRAFTSKIDS 

Curated creative crafts.  
Great looking site with variety.

GROWINGBOOKBYBOOK

Educator and Mum. 
Children’s books and 
writing tips

PYSSELBOLAGET

Inspiring, creative and 
simple crafts. Lots of paper 
and sticking activities.

TEACHING2AND3YEAROLDS

Sheryl is an Early 
Childhood Educator
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wellbeing, money, growth, fertility, and safety. Green 
is reinvigorating. Greenery is nature’s neutral.

IMPACT OF GREEN ON KIDS

Green is the most restful colour for the human eye, and with 
its strong emotional correspondence with safety, it makes 
sense to use this colour in the early education spaces. We 
take for granted that children are often seeing things for the 
first time. Colours, faces, objects, shadows, toys, and food 
to name just a few. Therefore, it is important to consider 
visual over stimulation in young children. As educators, 
we can combat this by allowing them to see Green. 

A year-long study in 2012-2013 in Barcelona of 
2,623 school children revealed that regular exposure 
to green spaces at home and school resulted in 
a 5% increase in cognitive development (brain 
function, information processing, language learning, 
conceptual resources, and perceptual skills).

COLOUR OF 
THE YEAR 2017

PANTONE IS THE WORLDS MOST 

RECOGNISED AUTHORITY FOR 

COLOUR. AT JAM BERRY, WE 

USE THE PANTONE SYSTEM 

WHEN DESIGNING FABRICS.

‘A refreshing and revitalizing shade, Greenery is symbolic of 
new beginnings’ Pantone , therefore Greenery is the perfect 
colour to be incorporated into child care space and lifestyle.

Green is a wonderful colour. Pleasing to the eye, it 
symbolises new beginnings, first days of spring, gardens 
and outdoor space, deep breaths of fresh air and harmony. 
It is a relaxing colour often associated with health and 

THIS IS A GUIDE TO HELP DIRECTORS NAVIGATE THE EXTENSIVE 

RANGE OF BEDDING OPTIONS FOR THEIR CENTRE. OVER 

THE LAST 10 YEARS WE HAVE DISCOVERED THE LACK OF 

STANDARD SIZING IN CHILDCARE BEDS, AND WE WISH TO 

SHARE THE INFORMATION WE HAVE GATHERED. OUR RANGE 

IS DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE ALL BED SIZES.

GREENERY

PANTONE 15-0343

Disclaimer – The information below represents the research 
conducted by the Jam Berry Team in April 2017. Information 
presented has been found on supplier websites. Jam Berry has 
not entered arrangements with any of the suppliers, nor were 
any aware of our research. Jam Berry does not sell beds, nor 
intends to in the future.

All beds in the guide have mentioned they meet Australian 
Safety Standard AS/NZS 2172:2013. 

CHILDCARE BED GUIDE

Commercial Tip Test – Commercial furniture is tested on 
whether it can ‘tip over’. The manufacture passes the test 
for the specific product if it does not tip over.

Jam Berry has linen options to fit all of the beds in this 
Guide. For assistance with the right products contact our 
office on 1300 660 590 or email admin@jamberry.com.au 
with the type of beds you have and we can give you the 
best options.
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Metal 
Evacuation 
Cot with 
Drop Side

70202 108 x 68 x 101

Evacuation, one drop down 
side, powder coated metal 
with rounded edges and 
corners

Suppleyes

Wooden 
Childcare 
Cot with 
Mattress

70202.1 108 x 68 x 101

Lightweight, compact, 
quick access drop sides, 
rounded edges and corners, 
waterproof mattress with 
removable cover

Suppleyes

Babyhood 
Wooden 
Fold N Go 
Cot

70202.2 120 x 60

Compact, foldable, NZ 
plantation timber, ergonomic, 
2 level base adjustment, BPA 
free teething rails, lockable 
heavy duty castors

Suppleyes

Babyhood 
Mini R 
Compact 
Cot - Timber 
or White

70203.1 100 x 60

Flat ended, NZ pine or white 
timber, BPA free teething rails, 
single handed drop side, two 
level base adjustment

Suppleyes

Babyhood 
Folding Cot 120796 130 x 65 x 108 120 x 60

Folding, 2 level base 
adjustment, 2 trigger drop 
sides, removable and 
lockable castors, teething 
rails, made from NZ plantation 
pine

Bellbird Kidz

Easy-Lift 
Metal Cot 
with Mattress

152215 108.5 x 68 x120 
(with wheels)

No mention of drop sides but 
it is higher at 120cm, wheels, 
metal, appears to be vinyl 
mattress

Educational 
Experience

Teachers 
Direct

Elle Metal 
Cot and 
Mattress

312058 100 x 93 x 61
Strong metal frame, drop 
side, 2 castors, compact, 
waterproof vinyl mattress

Teachers 
Direct

Sunbury 
Junior 
Compact 
Cot

312728 107 x 62 x 103 
(with wheels)

Assembly required, sturdy, 
thick rails, teething rails, 2 
mattress heights, waterproof 
mattress.

Educational 
Experience

Teachers 
Direct

Beelee Metal 
Evacuation 
Cot

345322
108.5 x 69 
x 102 (with 
wheels)

Multifunctional cot, with 
castors for easy transport in 
an emergency. Drop side for 
easy access and safe lifting 
and moving of children. 

Educational 
Experience

Teachers 
Direct

Sunbury 
Compact 
Cot with 
Mattress 
-White

438626 103 x 107 x 62
Thick rails, two height 
mattress board, teething rails, 
waterproof vinyl mattress

Educational 
Experience

Teachers 
Direct

Soft Line 
Metal 
Evacuation 
Cot with 
Mattress

452751 106 x 68 x 136 
(with wheels)

Square rails, soft ivory colour, 
ergonomic, one fixed side, 
one drop side, waterproof 
mattress.

Educational 
Experience

Teachers 
Direct

Babyhood 
Ergonomic 
Wooden 
Evacuation 
Cot

471868 127 x 68 x 155 120x 60x10

Ergonomic, Wooden, without 
or without wheels, Passed 
the commercial Tip Test, 
compact size, 

Educational 
Experience, 
Suppleyes

Teachers 
Direct

Natural 
Wooden Cot 
and Mattress

606032 109 x 69 x 106 Made solid NZ pine, 
waterproof mattress STE Products

White 
Wooden Cot 
and Mattress

606058 109 x 69 x 105 Compact, timber, waterproof 
mattress, teething rails STE Products

White Metal 
Evacuation 
Cot and 
Mattress

606089 110 x 70 x 110

Metal, large castors, one 
dropside, waterproof 
mattress, powder coated 
metal frame and rounded 
edges and corners, weighs 
21 kg

STE Products

Space Saver 
Cot - white 
or teak

01010-1 / 3 105 x 72 x 100
100 x 63 x 
100 (sold 
separately)

Compact size, locking wheels, 
two position base, one side of 
cot removable, Perspex end 
protector available to protect 
cross contamination, made 
NZ pine

Grocare

Grotime 
‘Backsaver’ 
Cot V2 - 
white or teak

01018-3 
(white) / 
01018-1 
(teak)

106 x 71.5 x 
138

100 x 63 x 
100 (sold 
separately)

Drop side, ergonomic, 
storage drawer underneath 
cot, compact size, castors 
with brakes and leg support 
brackets, made NZ pine

Grocare Grocare

Transitional 
Trundler 
Bed for 
Backsaver V2 
Cot - white 
or teak

14302-1 / 3 97-120 x 66 
x 35

Made NZ pine, stores 
underneath Grotime 
Backsaver cot, waterproof 
foam mattress, castor wheels, 

Grocare Grocare

Childcare 
Scandinavian 
Bunk Cot

14308-3 180 x 105 x 72

Made from European birch 
plywood with white HPL (high 
pressure laminate).  Bunk 
style cot with storage drawer.  
Bottom bunk can convert to 
transition bed

Grocare

Tikk Tokk Elm 
Cot - White 
or Natural

149375/6 108 x 68 x 114

Compact size, portable, 
high strength laminated 
slats, adjustable base, quick 
access dropside, rounded 
edges and corners, teething 
rails

Bellbird Kidz

Tikk Tokk 
Aspen 
Ergonomic 
Cot - Natural 
or White

149378
149379 110 x 70 x 138 100 x 60 x 8

Ergonomic design, compact, 
rounded edges and corners, 
castors, waterproof mattress 
with removable cover, 
optional storage drawer can 
be fitted under base

Bellbird Kidz

Space Saver 
Classic Cot - 
white or teak

30207-3 / 1 107 x 71.5 x 99
100 x 63 x 
100 (sold 
separately)

Compact size, locking wheels, 
two position base, one side of 
cot removable, Perspex end 
protector available to protect 
cross contamination, made 
NZ pine

Grocare

Sunbury 
Ergonomic 
Evacuation 
Cot with 
Mattress  - 
White or 
Natural

492426 
(white) 
492419 
(natural)

141 x 110 x 72 102 x 62 x 10

Stainless steel drop side 
mechanism, teething rails on 
two sides and 4 x heavy duty 
lockable castors. Castors are 
10cm H to allow for use as 
evacuation cot on sealed 
surfaces. Made from New 
Zealand pine. Weighs 26kg

Educational 
Experience

Teachers 
Direct

Ergonomic 
Cot with 
Mattress 
- White or 
Natural

493242 
(white) 
419632 (nat)

109 x 71 x 133 
(with wheels)

Teething Rails, lockable 
castors, drop down size, 
waterproof mattress.

Educational 
Experience

Teachers 
Direct

C O T S2 0 1 7  /  2 0 1 8  C H I L D C A R E  B E D  G U I D E

NAME CODE BED IMAGE COT SIZE 
LXWXHCM

MATTRESS SIZE 
LXWXHCM FEATURES AUSTRALIAN 

SUPPLIERS
NEW ZEALAND 
SUPPLIERS NAME CODE BED IMAGE COT SIZE 

LXWXHCM
MATTRESS SIZE 
LXWXHCM FEATURES AUSTRALIAN 

SUPPLIERS
NEW ZEALAND 
SUPPLIERS
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Natural 
or White 
Wooden 
Ergo Cot and 
Mattress

606054 / 6 109 x 71 x 136

Compact, timber, waterproof 
mattress, 2 level base height, 
teething rails, assembly 
required

STE Products

Grotime 
Pearl Cot 
- white or 
walnut

GC30108-
2 / 3 134 x 755 x 102

100 x 63 x 
100 (sold 
separately)

Made from sustainable 
plantation NZ pine, one 
handed dropside, 4 bed 
levels (newborn, toddler, day 
bed, cot bed), teething rails, 
castor wheels

Grocare

Max & Rosie 
SafetyNest 
Ergo II Cot 
– White or 
Natural

MR1501 / 2
Cot measures 
105 x 68.5 x 
145cm height

Mattress  100 x 
60cm x 10

Raised mattress height, classic 
design, open-slats, drop side, 
teething rail, castors, storage 
shelf

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Tutor 
Warehouse

Max & Rosie 
SafetyNest 
Ergo II Evac 
Cot - White

MR1505 105 x 68.5 x 
148 100 x 60 

Strong metal ends, 
evacuation castors, raised 
mattress height, drop side 
latch mechanism, luminous 
safety labels, teething rail, 
storage shelf

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Tutor 
Warehouse

Sunbury 
Wooden 
Ergonomic 
Cot and 
Mattress - 
Natural or 
White

NAS130/135 109 x 71 x 122 103 x 64

Made from New Zealand 
pine, ergonomic design with 
raised base height, compact 
size for ease of movement 
through doorways, stainless 
steel drop side mechanism, 4 
x 10cm lockable castors

Modern 
Teaching Aids

Modern 
Teaching Aids

SafeSpace 
Wooden 
Ergonomic 
Cot and 
Mattress

NAS131 109 x 71 x 132 103 x 64

Wooden, ergonomic, mad 
from New Zealand pine, 
castors, water resistant 
mattress

Modern 
Teaching Aids

Modern 
Teaching 
Aids, Tutor 
Warehouse

Max & Rosie 
Compact 
Cot with 
Mattress 
- White or 
Baltic

NO10176
NO10177 102 x 107 x 70 100 x 60 x 8

Made from New Zealand 
pine, teething rails on both 
sides, one drop side.

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Tutor 
Warehouse

Tiny Tots 
Drop-side 
Cot with 
Perspex 
ends and 
waterproof 
mattress - 
white

PL38220 100 x 67 x 99 95 x 58 x 10

Compact size, NZ pine, non-
toxic clear-lacquer finish, 
Perspex ends to prevent cross 
contamination when cots are 
end-to-end.  Two bed levels, 
drop side, easy to assemble, 
lockable castor wheels

Play N Learn 
NZ

Tiny Tots 
Drop-side 
Cot with 
plywood 
ends and 
waterproof 
mattress - 
natural or 
white

PL38224 100 x 67 x 99 95 x 58 x 10

Compact size, NZ pine, non-
toxic clear-lacquer finish, 
plywood ends to prevent 
cross contamination when 
cots are end-to-end.  Two 
bed levels, drop side, easy 
to assemble, lockable castor 
wheels

Play N Learn 
NZ

Tiny Tots 
Snuggle Bunk 
Cot with 
mattress

PL38230 95 x 63 x 181 53 x 87 x 10

Solid pine, non-toxic 
lacquered finish, drop sides 
with locking latches, slatted 
bed base, assembled.  
Storage trolley and roof 
available for purchase

Play N Learn 
NZ

Full Size Bunk 
Cot and 
Mattress

PL38288 122 x 71 x 170 119 x 59 x 10

Solid pine, non-toxic 
lacquered finish, drop sides 
with locking latches, slatted 
bed base, assembled.  Head 
and feet ends enclosed with 
Perspex for safety

Play N Learn 
NZ

Tikk Tokk 
- Metal 
Evacuation 
Cot and 
Mattress

TTK022 116 x 108 x 68 100 x 60 x 8

Can be used everyday, and 
as an evacuation cot.  Drop 
side, 10 cm castors for quick 
portability, 120 kg factory 
spread-load rating, powder 
coated steel for strength and 
durability, rounded edges 
and corners, waterproof 
mattress with foam inner and 
removable cover

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Bellbird 
Kidz

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Tutor 
Warehouse

Tikk Tokk 
– Metal 
Ergonomic 
Evac Cot

TTK024K 138 x 108 x 68 100 x 60 x 8

Can be used everyday, 
and as an evacuation cot.  
Raised base, drop side, 10 cm 
castors for quick portability, 
120 kg factory spread-load 
rating, powder coated steel 
for strength and durability, 22 
cm extension legs, storage 
shelf, rounded edges and 
corners

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Tutor 
Warehouse

Evacuation 
Metal Cot

45 x 82 
(standard 
size without 
extension legs)

Powder coated, rounded 
edges and corners, quick 
access drop side, compact 
size, waterproof mattress with 
removable cover, 120 kg load 
rating, optional 12 cm and 22 
cm extensions 

Childcare 
Supplies

Evacuation 
Metal Cot 
Fixed Side

n/a

Powder coated, rounded 
edges and corners, fixed 
side, compact size, flat pack, 
evacuation wheels

Childcare 
Supplies

Metal Cot 
Drop Side n/a

Powder coated, rounded 
edges and corners, quick 
access dual drop sides 
as option, fixed side with 
evacuation wheels also 
available, compact size, flat 
pack

Childcare 
Supplies

Sereno Cot 
- English Oak 
or White

137 x 102 x 77 130 x 69 x 13

Solid Australian or NZ timber.  
Standard cot and two-tier 
changer, lockable castors, 
dropside mechanism, 2 level 
mattress base

Childcare 
Supplies

Wooden 
Compact 
Cot - White 
/ Natural 
(looks similar 
to Tikk Tokk 
Elm Cot)

n/a

Rounded edges and corners, 
quick access drop side, 
waterproof mattress with 
removable cover, 50 kg 
load rating, high strength 
laminated slats

Childcare 
Supplies

NAME CODE BED IMAGE COT SIZE 
LXWXHCM

MATTRESS SIZE 
LXWXHCM FEATURES AUSTRALIAN 

SUPPLIERS
NEW ZEALAND 
SUPPLIERS NAME CODE BED IMAGE COT SIZE 

LXWXHCM
MATTRESS SIZE 
LXWXHCM FEATURES AUSTRALIAN 

SUPPLIERS
NEW ZEALAND 
SUPPLIERS
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NAME CODE BED IMAGE COT SIZE 
LXWXHCM FEATURES AUSTRALIAN 

SUPPLIERS
NEW ZEALAND 
SUPPLIERSNAME CODE BED IMAGE COT SIZE 

LXWXHCM FEATURES AUSTRALIAN 
SUPPLIERS

NEW ZEALAND 
SUPPLIERS

Peg Bed 
Mattress 9878 132 x 58 x 5

Tough PVC vinyl covered 
foam mattress.  Durable, fire 
retardant, two reinforced 
eyelets for storage

Educational 
Experience Teacher Direct

Hanging Sleep 
Mat -Thin 3cm 
Green 

159975 130 x 55 x 3 Heavy duty vinyl, brass eyelets 
for hanging on wall bracket Bellbird Kidz

Hanging Sleep 
Mat - Thick 6 
cm Light Blue

159976 130 x 55 x 6 Heavy duty vinyl, brass eyelets 
for hanging on wall bracket Bellbird Kidz

SleepEezi Ultra 
Firm Rest Mat - 
Green

475370 120 x 55 x 3 No details on website Educational 
Experience Teacher Direct

SleepEezi Ultra 
Firm Rest Mat 
- Blue

475406 120 x 55 x 6 No details on website Educational 
Experience Teacher Direct

Sleep Mat Blue 
5 cm 564017 124 x 58 x 5 Comfortable and strong STE Products

Hanging Sleep 
Mat Natural 
3 cm

606135 124 x 58 x 3 No details on website STE Products

Rest Mat - 122 
cm Dark Blue 133705A 122 x 61 x 5

Heavy duty, soft vinyl cover, 
foam inner, flame retardant, 
wipe clean

Bellbird Kidz

Sleep mat 
with eyelets 
(blue, orange, 
green)

14360, 14361, 
14362 130 x 55 x 6

Made from tough weld vinyl 
with foam inner.  Eyelets for 
easy storage

Grocare Grocare

Hanging Sleep 
Mat Blue  or 
Natural 6 cm

606096 / 
606137 124 x 58 x 6 No details on website STE Products

Sleeping - 
Floor - Bed 
Mats for Older 
Children

E60-11 120 x 60 x 6 Waterproof foam mat, tough 
vinyl cover, light and portable

Childcare 
Supplies

Rainbow All 
Purpose Bed 
Mats (sets of 5)

KRBM-D 120 x 55 x 6

Made of durable vinyl with 
strong backing and inside 
seam construction for 
additional durability.  Firm foam 
insert, wipe clean, portable 
and lightweight

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Tutor 
Warehouse

Hanging 
Sleep Mat - 
looks similar 
to product 
from Modern 
Teaching Aids

PL26132 130 x 55 x 5 
Made from tough weld vinyl 
with foam inner.  Eyelets for 
easy storage

Play ‘n’ Learn

Peg Sleeping 
Mat - 5 cm 
thick

ZZQLD119-D 130 x 55 x 5 

Firm 5 cm thick poly-foam 
padding with heavy duty UV 
stabilised blue / red vinyl cover.  
Resists tears, flames, stains.  Two 
reinforced steel eyelets to allow 
for vertical storage on hanging 
rack.  Mats weigh less than 
1.45 kg

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Tutor 
Warehouse

Four Panel 
Folding Kindy 
Mat

ZZQLD170-D 122 x 62 x 2.5

Made from durable vinyl with 
strong backing, four panelled 
folding design to allow for easy 
storage.  Wipe clean.

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Tutor 
Warehouse

Peg Sleeping 
Mat - 2.5 cm 
thick

ZZQLD302-D 130 x 55 x 2.5 

Firm 2.5 cm thick poly-foam 
padding with heavy duty UV 
stabilised blue / red vinyl cover.  
Resists tears, flames, stains.  Two 
reinforced steel eyelets to allow 
for vertical storage on hanging 
rack.  Mats weigh less than 1 kg

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco

Modern 
Teaching Aids, 
Kesco, Tutor 
Warehouse

Hanging Peg 
Sleeping Mats 120 x 60 x 5 Heavy duty vinyl, brass eyelets 

for hanging on wall bracket Suppleyes

F L O O R  /  P E G  M A T S2 0 1 7  /  2 0 1 8  C H I L D C A R E  B E D  G U I D E
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SUPPLIERS

NEW ZEALAND 
SUPPLIERS

Stretcher 
Bed 1020 130 x 58 x 12

Stackable, lightweight, 
velcro flap to tighten 
mattress, easy clean

Grocare Grocare

Slimline 
Stretcher 
Bed - 
Standard

14310 138 x 55 x 12
Stackable, mattress made 
of SofTex fabric, heavy duty 
moulded plastic frame

Grocare Grocare

Stackable 
Childcare 
Bes

70200 140 x 56 x 13

Lightweight, removable 
cover for cleaning, impact 
resistant, stackable, 5mm 
galvanised steel pipe

Suppleyes

Stacking 
Sleep Beds 141995 130 x 58 x 15

Lightweight, stackable, 
hook and loop flap for 
tensioning mattress, easy 
clean

Bellbird Kidz

Aluminium 
Frame 
Children’s 
Bed 
Assembled

277947 130 x 54 x 12
Lightweight, strengthened 
side rails for strength, 
stackable

Educational 
Experience

Teacher 
Direct

Angeles 
Rest Toddler 
Spaceline 
Cot 
Assembled

399378 106.5 x 55 
x 12

Stackable, mattress made 
of SofTex fabric

Educational 
Experience

Teacher 
Direct

Angeles Rest 
Standard 
Single Bed 
Assembled

454347 138 x 56 x 
11.5

One piece construction, 
made from low-profile 
tubing, heat sealed seams 
so no loose threads, mesh 
mattress can be bleach 
cleaned

Educational 
Experience

Stacking Bed 475423 138 x 58 x 5
Sturdy frame with 
removable cover (similar to 
WePlay Stacking Bed?)

Educational 
Experience

Teacher 
Direct

Slimline 
Stretcher 
Bed - Toddler 
Size

14310-T 101.6 x 55 
x 12

Stackable, mattress made 
of SofTex fabric, heavy duty 
moulded plastic frame

Grocare Grocare

Children’s 
Sleeping Bed 
Teal Green

DM1000 56 x 140 x 
13.5

Sturdy but lightweight, 
tubular frame with high 
impact plastic corners, 
wipe clean mesh bed 
which tightens with velcro.  
Moisture resistant.  

Modern 
Teaching 
Aids, Kesco

Modern 
Teaching 
Aids, Kesco, 
Tutor 
Warehouse

Children’s 
Compact 
Sleep Bed 
Storm Blue

DM1005SB 50 x 120 x 8

Sturdy, lightweight, high 
impact plastic corners, with 
cover mat that tightens 
with velcro.  Comes with 
breathable, washable, 
durable nylon sleep mat.

Modern 
Teaching 
Aids, Kesco

Modern 
Teaching 
Aids, Kesco, 
Tutor 
Warehouse

Stacking 
Infants 
Stretcher 
Beds

MT33-11 133 x 58

Stackable, lightweight, 
tubular frame, easy clean 
mattress made from 
ventilated air flow webbing, 
smooth edges

Childcare 
Supplies

Standard 
Spaceline 
Sleep Bed 
-Similar to 
Angeles 
beds from 
Educational 
Experience

PL14370 138 x 56 x 12

Stackable, pre-tensioned 
ends to prevent sagging, 
Sof-Tex fabric, solid metal 
frame, heat sealed seams 
to prevent loose threads, 
bleach-cleanable fabric, 
lightweight

Play ‘n’ 
Learn NZ

Toddler 
Spaceline 
Sleep Bed 
- looks the 
same as 
the Angeles 
beds from 
Educational 
Experience

PL14372 107 x 56 x 12

Stackable, pre-tensioned 
ends to prevent sagging, 
Sof-Tex fabric, solid metal 
frame, heat sealed seams 
to prevent loose threads, 
bleach-cleanable fabric, 
lightweight

Play ‘n’ 
Learn NZ 

Little Gem 
Comfort 
Sleep Bed 
Standard 

PL26120-U 133 x 57 x 12

Stackable, velcro 
adjustment for mattress, 
solid metal frame, easy 
clean, lightweight, recessed 
legs to prevent tripping

Play ‘n’ 
Learn NZ

Little Gem 
Comfort 
Sleep Bed 
Toddler

PL26149-U 102 x 57 x 12
Sturdy, easy clean over can 
be tightened with velcro, 
durable metal frame

Play ‘n’ 
Learn NZ

Slimline 
Stacking Bed 
- Green

SUN8961 133 x 59 x 15

Lightweight, durable, 
can be stacked.  Made 
from durable plastic with 
lightweight metal frame, 
mesh mattress

Modern 
Teaching 
Aids

Modern 
Teaching 
Aids

Weplay - 
Rest Easy 
Stacking Bed

WY701-1 130 x 54 x 13

Sturdy, stacking bed, 
screwless plastic corners, 
powder coated heavy duty 
frame, washable mesh mat 
which attaches with velcro. 

Modern 
Teaching 
Aids, Kesco

Modern 
Teaching 
Aids, Kesco, 
Tutor 
Warehouse

Comfort 
Sleep Bed 
Nursery

101 x 57 x 12
Metal tube frame, recessed 
legs, no-sag adjustment, 
easy stacking and assembly

STE Products

Preschool 
Stacker Bed 124 x 50 x 13

Vinyl coated polyester 
mesh, low profile frame, 
powder-coated steel tubes, 
stackable

New Shoots 
Educational 
Resources

New Shoots 
Educational 
Resources

Standard 
Spacesaver 
Sleep Bed 
Blue or 
Natural

138 x 56 x 12

Stacking, lightweight, fully 
enclosed pre-tensioned 
ends, Sof-Tex fabric, bleach 
cleanable, heat sealed 
seam

STE Products

Toddler 
Spacesaver 
Sleep Bed 
- Blue or 
Natural

107 x 56 x 12

Stacking, lightweight, fully 
enclosed pre-tensioned 
ends, Sof-Tex fabric, bleach 
cleanable, heat sealed 
seam

STE Products

Toddler 
Stacker Bed 96 x 50 x 13

Vinyl coated polyester 
mesh, low profile frame, 
powder-coated steel tubes, 
stackable

New Shoots 
Educational 
Resources

New Shoots 
Educational 
Resources

S T A C K I N G  B E D S2 0 1 7  /  2 0 1 8  C H I L D C A R E  B E D  G U I D E
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